What is The Partner Online?
The Partner Online is a next generation digital tool made specifically for the security industry. It
combines and improves on the functions of traditional patrol systems, lone working applications and
Occurrence/Log Books by creating a combined real-time security management platform.
Designed to meet the needs of security professionals, The Partner Online is a cost-effective, easy to
use solution that helps companies manage their workforce as well as giving them all the data that is
necessary to satisfy the needs of their clients.

Key Features
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Proof of Presence
Real Time Patrol Management
Incident Reporting & Forms
Task Assignment & Management
Lone Worker Functionality
Handset Control
Digital Occurrence Book
Asset Management

The Partner Online consists of both a mobile application & a web portal. Security Officers use the
mobile app to carry out the primary functions and data collection which is then managed through the
web portal.
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Key Functions
Proof of Presence
The Partner Online allows users to prove where they were at any given time using 3 separate
methods. Absolute proof of presence can be given through the use of NFC Tags or iBeacons as
checkpoints, each of which have unique IDs, meaning that it is very difficult to fake. GPS can be used
for large outdoor sites where a general area is sufficient but is unsuitable for smaller indoor areas.

Checkpoints and their location can be
visualised through the web portal’s Map View
showing the route a patrol has taken and where
each checkpoint is by using GPS coordinates
when they are scanned.

Checkpoints can be named to correspond to physical
locations through out the site. Tasks can also be
assigned to checkpoints which requires an officer to
complete them before being able to continue to the
next point of the patrol.
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Key Functions
Real-time Patrol Management
Through the Partner Online web portal, users can view their patrols in real-time on their dashboard or
customise their patrols to meet their needs. All Patrols are recorded with time and date as well as
intervals between checkpoints.

The Control room or security manager can see
how far a particular officer has gone in a patrol
as well as if they are performing all expected
tasks.

Users have full access to all their historical patrol
data which can be used to generate reports for
clients or management. This data can be
exported or set to automatically be sent by email
at a certain time or when a certain event occurs.

KPIs can be set on the dashboard to ensure that
a site is performing as expected. Access to view
these KPIs in real-time can be given to clients if
needed. Alerts can be sent out if they are not
being met.
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Key Functions
Incident Reporting & Forms
The Partner Online incorporates digital forms that can be filled out by security officers through the
mobile application. These forms are customisable and can be used as incident reports or for other
purposes. Photos can be attached to each form as evidence. Forms can also be attached to the Digital
Occurrence Book for greater clarity. You can also view where forms were filled out on the map view
as they are encoded with GPS coordinates

All Forms are customisable with users
being able to create fields based on their
requirement. Fields can include drop
down responses which allow for minimum
hassle when being filled out by security
officers using the mobile application.

Once a form has been completed, it is logged with
the officer’s name, checkpoint, unique ID device ID
and GPS coordinates. Once logged, it cannot be
edited and as such forms part of an audit trail.
Users can also have forms automatically sent by
email whenever one is completed or at a set time.
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Key Functions
Task Assignment & Management
The Partner Online allows for individual tasks to be assigned directly to a mobile application user in
real time. When a task is sent, a notification appears on the handset which will not be cleared until it
has been completed. This ensures that urgent or scheduled actions are undertaken by the officers onsite, while keeping an audit trail of what they have been requested to do. The audit trail can be
downloaded through the web portal.

A Task can be set up to be a one-off or repeat
at any given time/date. If a task is sent to
multiple handsets simultaneously, the user
who is best suited to complete it can change
their status to In Progress to remove it from
the other handsets and indicate that it is being
dealt with. You are also able to have custom
statuses.
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Key Functions
Lone Worker Functionality
The Partner Online allows users peace of find by incorporating Lone Worker Functionality without the
additional cost of an independent system. The application offers six options, to ensure the wellbeing of
staff, that can be used together or independently. Each option can be set to launch an alarm on the
dashboard, send an emergency SMS message or automatically dial out and set the handset to handsfree.

Users can activate a Panic Alarm by holding down the panic button on the application.
The Check-in displays a notification on the handset at regular intervals. If this notification is not
acknowledged by the officer in a set period of time, a panic alarm is triggered.
A Shock Detector sends a notification to the dashboard or an email out in the event that the
handset receives a physical shock.
A Free Fall Detector sends a notification to the dashboard or an email out in the event that the
handset is in free fall. The sensitivity of this can be changed to suit your requirements

The Tilt Detector is activated when the angle of the handset goes over a pre-set angle for a pre-set
period of time. The handset would be worn upright in a pouch on the belt. In the event that the
patrolling officer fell down and stayed down, the detector would be activated.
The Idle Detector is triggered if the handset is on patrol and is completely stationary for a preconfigured length of time.
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Key Functions
Handset Control
The Partner Online allows users to control many of a handset’s functions remotely through the web
portal. Through the use of Guardmode, the numbers that can be called, the apps that can be used and
even the volume of the handset can be controlled remotely.

Guardmode is used to prevent officers from
accessing functions that they are not permitted
to during work hours. If a site is using SIM data
to connect, this is especially important to
reduce costs. Users can select the applications
that can be used and restrict those that they
decide are unnecessary.

With Guardmode enabled, the officer will not be
able to close or uninstall the mobile application.
They will also not be able to access system
settings which could be used to deactivate GPS
or NFC capabilities. These safeguards are in
place to prevent tampering with any data that is
gathered by The Partner Online.
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Key Functions
Digital Occurrence Book
The Partner Online Professional Licence allows users to use the Digital Occurrence Book function. The
D.O.B functions similarly to a paper version in that it records events but improves on the traditional
method by encoding every entry with the date/time, a unique ID as well as user data for audit
purposes. By having D.O.Bs stored digitally, users no longer need to keep physical books and as we
do not delete client data unless requested, records can be kept for years without additional costs.

New occurrences can be logged quickly and easily,
follow up requirements can also be set. Entries in the
D.O.B. cannot be deleted or edited but can be
invalidated by putting a line through the entry. Editing
an entry also requires details to be given on why it
was edited for evidentiary purposes.

Users can be set up to view a single site
or multiple sites and can also be set up
with view only access to preserve the
chain of evidence. This allows access to
be given to clients who would like to view
their Occurrence Book whenever they
choose.
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Key Functions
Asset Management
The Partner Online Professional Licence allows users to use the Asset Management functionality. This
allows users to sign out assets that have NFC keyrings attached to them while keeping a record of
who has the asset along with their contact details.
Singing in and out assets occurs by scanning the NFC keyring attached to the asset using a mobile
handset with the Partner Online mobile app installed. Assets can be signed out for a set amount of
time and if not returned by the deadline, automatic notifications can be sent to the person who signed
it out by email.

Historical data of all uses of an asset is viewable in the web portal. This data includes all information
recorded by the system including the data/time , how long it was signed out for and by who. This
makes it easier to keep track of items such as keys, tools, radios etc that may be used by a large
number of people on any given site.
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Hardware
Mobile Handsets
The Partner Online Mobile App can be used on most Android handsets. Clients can either provide their
own devices or purchase them through Interconnective. The three most commonly used handsets
which have been thoroughly tested on the Partner Mobile application can be seen below.

Samsung Galaxy X Cover 4S

Click for more info

Catepillar S41

Catepillar S61

Click for more info

Click for more info

NFC Tags
For absolute proof of presence, the Partner Online uses NFC tags with a unique ID that can best
installed around site. All of the Partner NFC tags are metal shielded allowing use on metallic surfaces.
They can either be fixed using 3M adhesive or, in the case of the tamper resistant tags, by screw.

Epoxy Metal Shielded NFC Tags

The Partner Secured NFC Tags

Click for more info
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Licences and Support
Standard Licence
The Partner Online Standard Licence allows access for 1 handset to the Partner Online mobile
application and the ability to create as many users needed for the app and the web portal. With a
Standard Licence, users can access all features with the exception of the DOB and Asset
Management.

Professional Licence

The Partner Online Professional Licence gives users access to all of the Partner Online’s features
including the Digital Occurrence Book & Asset Management. Like the Standard Licence, only one is
needed per handset and an unlimited number of users may be created against the license.

Remote Support
The Partner Online Remote Support allows
Interconnective technicians to connect remotely to your
handset and fix any issues that you may have. While full
phone support is included free as standard with the
license, the additional Remote Support is recommended
for sites where the system manager is not on in the
same location as the officers using the mobile app.
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On-site Training & Installation
While we offer full phone training and support for The Partner Online as standard, many clients who
are new to the system prefer to have an in person training for themselves or their staff on-site by our
technicians. This service is ideal for individuals who will be managing the Partner Online for their
company or small groups who will use it regularly. We are able to offer this service within the UK only.

Key Features
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Face to Face Training with technician
Ideal for individuals or small groups
Covers basics and advanced features
Available in the UK only
Cost depends on duration and location

The Partner Online is easy to install and quick to set up but occasionally our clients may request an
additional bit of help if they are new to the system or if they want to make the most of the advanced
features but don’t know how. We are able to offer on-site installation and setup which includes
everything from sticking up the NFC tags to creating patrols and KPIs based on their needs. We are
able to offer this service within the UK only.

Key Features
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Full Service On-Site Installation
Ideal for new users
Includes KPIs, Patrols, Tags and more
Available in the UK only
Cost depends on duration and location
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Interconnective Security Products
The Partner Online is an Interconnective Security Products’ property. We offer full support for the
application in-house and are known for our commitment to customer service. We do not use virtual
switch boards and deal with all Partner Online technical issues quickly and efficiently.

Since 1999, Interconnective Security Products has been equipping front-line security personnel at
home and abroad. We are proud to say that the majority of the UK’s largest security companies count
us among their suppliers.

Contacts

Address

Sales Inquiries:

Interconnective Ltd

sales@interconnective.co.uk
Technical Support:
ops@interconnective.co.uk
Accounts Receivable:
accounts@interconnective.co.uk

Lower Ground Floor
Priory Gate House
7 Priory Road
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
HP13 6SE
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THE PARTNER PATROL MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
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The Partner Patrol Management Solution is a flexible and adaptive verification system,
providing proof of location and activity. It is designed to record the date, place and time of
each visit undertaken by a security officer or cleaning/maintenance staff, as well as recording
incidents, and other verification activities.
This Management Solution is one of many exciting accessories that form the Partner Patrols
toolkit for security professionals. This includes The Partner Tuff and The Body Worn Video
System (BWVS). The Partner Tuff is similar to the Management Solution in that it is a
verification system which is designed to support frontline security personnel in their duties.
The Partner Tuff is capable of recording the date, place and time of each visit undertaken by
the user, as well as recording incidents and other verification activities in real time. This is done
via an app on a ruggedised, Android based smart phone, and an online portal to view reports.
More information is available regarding The Partner Tuff on the relevant brochure.

Protecting frontline security personnel....
Visit: www.interconnective.co.uk
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THE PARTNER HARDWARE

THE PARTNER ROBUST RECORDER
The Partner Robust recorder is housed in a stainless steel, waterproof and
shock resistant tube with a protective polyurethane sheath to ensure
performance in adverse and harsh conditions. Electronics are potted in
flame retardant resin and all internal sub assemblies are waterproof. The
device is sealed with rivets and cannot be illegitimately opened by
operational staff. Should physical abuse occur to The Partner Robust
recorder, the on board Partner Abuse Detection System (PADS) will record
the date, time and veracity of any impact (Low, Medium or High). There is
the capability of recording 4094 separate patrol events before requiring
download. It can transfer data to the desktop software by way of a local
downloader.

Partner Robust Recorder

Shock Activity
Intensity

Date

Time

Recorder #

Recorder Type

Medium

24/04/2014

11:59:35

20429

Patrol

Total shocks : 1

THE PARTNER UTILITY RECORDER

The Partner Utility Recorder is a cost-effective and convenient way to monitor
security patrols, or provide evidence of cleaning, health & safety and fire safety
compliance inspections. The Partner Utility Recorder is a pocket sized recorder
designed to record the date, place and time of each visit. The Partner Utility
Recorder is capable of recording 4094 separate patrol events before requiring
download. The Partner Utility recorder is housed in an aluminium, waterproof
and shock resistant tube to ensure performance in adverse and severe
conditions. Electronics are potted in flame retardant resin and all internal sub
assemblies are waterproof. It can transfer data to the desktop software by way of
a local downloader.

Partner Utility Recorder
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DATA TRANSFER HARDWARE SOLUTIONS

THE PARTNER SUPERVISOR RECORDER
The Partner Portable Data Collector can be used to collect information from The Partner
Robust Recorders in the field. The Partner Portable Data Collector can collect up to 8 full
Robust or Utility recorders (32,766 records) in the field, or it can download 7 full recorders
whilst also fulfilling its role as a normal patrol recorder. The Partner Portable Data Collector
is simple to use and is similar in design and construction to The Partner Robust Recorder.
The Partner Portable Data Collector has a docking port at the top of the collector against
which the recorder read head is pressed and transfer occurs. The LED on the recorder turns
on during the download process and turns off with an audible beep when the transfer is
completed successfully. Once the data has been collected the collector can be
downloaded as a normal recorder. The Partner Portable Data Collector has the
functionality to be used as an ordinary Partner Robust Recorder, which is ideal for
supervisory visits or mobile patrols. Data is capable of being transferred online using the
appropriate The Partner software and hardware.

THE PARTNER DOCKING STATION
The Partner Docking Station automatically transfers data from The Partner
recorders to a PC using a 9 pin serial port. The Partner Docking Station is a serial
port desktop downloader, manufactured from spun ABS. sealed with two 10mm
M3 screws and has a strip of security tape to ensure that the unit cannot be
opened without detection. Its rubber feet ensure that the unit stands securely on
a flat surface. In cases where a computer does not have an available serial port, or
if a laptop is being used, a USB to serial port adaptor is available at an additional
charge.

THE PARTNER NETWORK
The Partner Network edition can be run by several PCs connected to the same network in order to access a single
database stored on a server. This allows multiple computers to download and generate reports from the same
database. For example, the Partner could be downloaded in the security office and the reports could be generated on
any other PC on the same network.

THE PARTNER PATROL LIVE
Traditionally, the monitoring of on-site security patrols is performed, normally days or often weeks, after an errant
security officer has completed a tour of duty. The Partner Patrol Live software has been developed as a management
tool to ensure that if there is any patrol non-compliance, they can be addressed as they occur. The Partner Patrol Live
software is designed to monitor that security patrols are completed as required at remote locations from a central
control room. The software can be desktop or server based.
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THE PARTNER PATROL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The design of The Partner Software is contemporary, with all the functionality of new generation software. The software is
designed to automatically download recorders and transfer raw data to remote computers using the internet. The Partner
Software Reports are professionally presented with either The Partner logo or personalised logos, which can be loaded into
the software. The reports can be presented in standard, excel and web page (xml & html) formats and can be converted to
.pdf and fax formats using additional software. Comments may be added by the user to reports prior to printing.

THE PARTNER PATROL STANDARD
The Partner Standard Software provides basic data collection and reporting functionality. This software is provided on the
Partner Website free of charge and is not supported. In case where a software disk is required there will be a small
administrative charge levied. The reporting functionality is restricted to reporting activity on patrol visits and shock activity.
Any upgrades may be downloaded from The Partner website free of charge. The Partner Standard Software can only
accommodate a single site.

THE PARTNER PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
The Partner Professional Software contains reporting capability in four distinct categories and includes all patrol, physical
shock occurrences, personnel and incident activities. The reports range includes line by line activity details, exception
reports, intervals between patrol points and consolidated reports to demonstrate performance compliance. This software is
provided as part of The Partner Professional Starter Pack and additional licences may be purchased annually. There is full
audit trail functionality, including the exact details of each download of information. The software is password protected
with the ability to limit functionality to individual operators. There is also the flexibility to select specific requirements when
using the reporting function with the additional benefit to use filters to further refine information requirements. Basic
reporting flexibility includes the ability to select multi locations or individual locations, specific date ranges or predefined
shifts and all recorders or specific recorders. The Partner Professional Software is capable of producing 10 basic reports and
more than 20 customisable reports. The Partner Professional Software is also available in a Network Version, as described
earlier.

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE OPTIONS
THE PARTNER SUPER CLEAN
In today's litigious and regulated environment, proof of activity by on-site service personnel is vital.
The Partner Super Clean is in essence, a management tool to ensure there is a complete record and
audit trail of on-site service staff activities, such as cleaning and maintenance teams. It can reflect
the start time, end time, duration and location of a task undertaken by staff, as well as who carried
out the task and if there were any actions, activities or incidents. All of this can be programmed into
the easy to use The Partner Super Clean software to create a unique per-site management system
that is flexible and customisable. The software can add high levels of detail to reports with an
intuitive, modern interface.

THE PARTNER TASK MANAGER
The Partner Task Manager is in essence a verification tool to ensure there is a complete record and
audit trail of multi-site service staff activities, such as frontline management or supervisory tasks. The
Partner Task Manager software is capable of providing an overview of visits to a region or site,
including the number of visits to each location, the types of activities performed and even, if required
client or on-site staff satisfaction levels. The flexible software can be drilled down to identify activities
in a specific location including the date and time of arrival and departure, as well as types of activities
undertaken. The software can be programmed to create a unique and per-site management system
that is flexible and customisable. Configured and used properly, the software can add high levels of
detail to reports with an intuitive, modern interface. The software is also capable of recording
customer satisfaction levels and other trends which can be visualised in a graph.
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THE PARTNER ® ACCESSORIES

The Partner Wall Mount Point Holders (Excluding Points) - Black
Order Ref: C028

The Partner Patrol Point and Weather Resistant Point Cover Set - Black
Order Ref: C031

The Partner Personnel Fobs - (Excluding Points)
Black
Yellow
Red
Blue
Green

-

Order Ref: C023
Order Ref: C024
Order Ref: C025
Order Ref: C026
Order Ref: C027

The Partner Incident Leather Wallet Black (Excluding Points)
Order Ref: P001 (12 Incidents)
Order Ref P125 (99 incidents )

The Partner Robust Recorder - Hanger - Black
Order Ref: P002

The Partner USB Adaptor
Order Ref: P124

The Partner 24" Chain with leather loop and metal clip
Order Ref: P032

The Partner ® Minimum System Requirements
Operating System:
Processor:
Memory:
Hard Disk Space:
Colour Depth:
Screen Resolution:
Hardware:
Other:

Windows® XP/Vista/7/8
1200MHz or faster
128MB or more
100MB or more
32 bit (Loss of colour information may occur with lower colour depths)
800x600 (1024x768 or more recommended)
Serial Port, CDROM, Mouse or other pointing device.
Installed printer or print driver. E-mail functionality is recommended.
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The Partner is a registered trade mark of Interconnective Ltd.
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